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Apple and Epic are involved in a courtroom battle over App Store fees, and the testimony and evidence have been revealing. Here are five things we learned this week.
6 fascinating facts you need to know before week two of the Apple-Epic trial
Molecular imaging studies have shown low cerebral concentration of serotonin transporter in patients suffering from depression, compared to healthy control subjects. Whether or not this difference ...
Serotonin transporter availability increases in patients recovering from a depressive episode
This week's top stories 1. State tests re-use questions EMBED1 If this year’s English Language Arts test questions looked familiar to third- through eighth-graders who took the state exams, that's bec ...
Educators: Questions on ELA test had been used in practice exams
Be careful what you wish for; you may get it” is an old piece of advice that some of us Scots brooding over the selection of Warren Gatland’s Lions might be wise to remember. It’s no secret that many ...
If Finn Russell is to be in the Lions Test team then Owen Farrell has to be at 12
It’s made Davis more anxious to face the resurgent Knicks and his old pal Julius Randle when the Knicks finish their six-game Western trip Tuesday at Staples Center. It looks like the Lakers power ...
Healthy Anthony Davis itching for Knicks’ Julius Randle challenge
From the algorithms that make our social media accounts function to the sleep-tracking technology in our smartwatches, the world has never seemed so technologically advanced and developed. Which is wh ...
IQ Test Scores Are Getting Higher, But Are Humans Actually Getting Smarter?
New documentary looks at the Scotsman’s playing and managerial career and recovery from a life-threatening stroke ...
Alex Ferguson: ‘The operation was a success but you’re in that loneliness. It can be frightening’
QUESTION: The medical establishment has made so many operations almost routine now and we patients don't usually know what it costs. What is the total cost of a knee, hip ...
Answer Line: What operations cost, and how much you're charged, two different numbers
The stakes could not be much higher for the lightweight division at UFC 262. So what will Saturday's card teach us?
UFC 262 Real or Not: Beware Charles Oliveira's striking; Tony Ferguson's title quest at stake
Hopefully someone can help me. I have a 2013 iMac 27” that was running MacOS Catalina. Something went wrong and it got messed up so I had to reimage it. I re-imaged it with a El Capitan USB flash ...
2013 iMac 27" Won't install El Capitan from USB Flash drive
In the book, he dives into how a number of high profile game studios fell apart — and below, we have an excerpt covering some of the challenges BioShock Infinite studio Irrational Games went through ...
A look inside BioShock Infinite’s troubled development
The U.S. Supreme Court's recent Ford Motor Co. v. Montana Eighth Judicial District Court decision held that some companies may face specific jurisdiction in any forum where a product-related injury ...
The Purposeful Availment Test After Ford
A new building filled with social service and education amenities at Altgeld Gardens is a test case for the limits of design and a.
Is this library politics?
The Ochoa family was still reeling from the Christmastime loss of its patriarch when they found themselves entangled in a scandal involving the man they trusted to tell them why ...
Seeking answers, Cerro Gordo family unravels web of autopsy fraud allegations
Tuberculosis (TB) is a major infectious complication in hematopoietic stem cell transplant (HSCT) recipients in countries with high TB prevalence. Identifying and treating latent tuberculosis ...
Latent and active tuberculosis infection in allogeneic hematopoietic stem cell transplant recipients: a prospective cohort study
A quarter-century ago, Bill Clinton was seeking reelection after spending the first two years of his presidency raising taxes, instituting gun controls, and attempting to create a national health-care ...
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The Era of Big Government Is Back
Brazil's crypto exchanges reported a massive increase in trading volume in the first few months of 2021, compared to all of last year.
Consensus 2021: Crypto Is Booming in Brazil, but Regulations Lag Behind
When I was a kid, my mom would often dispatch me to a neighbor’s house to borrow an egg, or a cup of sugar. My dad regularly loaned out his ...
At home with Marni Jameson: Got stuff? Give stuff; it's the neighborly thing to do
Ever since Churchill Downs instituted a points system in 2013 to qualify horses for the Kentucky Derby, the race has been pretty kind to the favorites. In fact, before Country House’s 65-1 upset via ...
Opinion: Essential Quality is Kentucky Derby favorite – but Highly Motivated has skills to win at Churchill Downs
Discussions had by fans and pundits alike will be given their answers as the team to face South Africa will be revealed on Thursday ...
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